
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO
PUBLIC HEARING

Tuesday, September 4, 2007

TIME& PLACE:      The Planning  &  Zoning Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences, New Mexico, held a Public Hearing in the Commission
Chambers, 405 W. Third, on Tuesday, September 4, 2007, at 5: 30 P.M.

Adam Polley, Chairman opened the Public Hearing with reading the
Legal Notice as follows:

NOTICE is hereby given that the Planning& Zoning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing on Tuesday, September 4, 2007 at 5: 30 P.M. in the Commission
Chambers 405 W. Third, Truth or Consequences, New Mexico to receive input

regarding the following:

1.   Zone Change— Change R- 1, R-2, R-3 zone to C- 1 zone— 68. 587

acres, N2S2, Section 27, T13S, R4W— Smith Street east of True

Value Store— King Peak Financial, LLC

Adam Polley, Chairman opened the Public Hearing for the Zone Change
Change R- 1, R-2, R-3 zone to C- 1 zone— 68.587 acres, N2S2, Section

27, T13S, R4W — Smith Street east of True Value Store — King Peak
Financial, LLC

The following minutes are verbatim transcripts for the Planning &
Zoning Commission Public Hearing:

The following are abbreviations:

AP—Adam Polley
RS— Roger Smith

VB—Viola Bonner

BH—Bill Howell

JP— Joey Perry
CN—Chris Nobes

JR—Jimmy Rainey
JH— Jay Hopkins
UN—Unidentified Person

AP —Chris, I guess during this public hearing we' re going to let you fill
some of the Commissioners in on the proposal here.

CN—Okay, yes sir.

CN — In your packets there' s an application for a rezone of 68.587 acres
and then the legal description.  In fact at this time Staff would like to

recommend that this rezone comprise only a 15 acre tract rather than a 68
acre tract. And the reasoning is that... well first backup.

CN— Notification has been made to adjacent property owners and all the
forms have been followed and procedures have been followed.

CN— The reason for the proposed change of this recommendation is that
this descriptiox(5I81 acres is in fact a legal description King Peak has
furnished the city of the proposed hospital site.  The remainder of that 68
acre is just a vague general request for a commercial designation, without

any real proposals or plans.  And staff feels it' s premature to rezone the

entire area that...  Talking about the hospital site only is appropriate and
it is currently zoned R-2, R-3, and R- 1, it' s sort of a hodge podge right
there, I' m not sure how that came about from days past.  You have in
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our packet a copy of the zoning map and it' s a hodge podge of different
p n; n9

d 5 fr`       
sright there.  And this 15 acre parcel is in fact within all three of

those zones.

CN — So nothing in the application changes except the size of it and
basically at this time staff would recommend that the...  would

recommend approving rezone to C- 1 of a 15. 181 acre tract.

AP—Okay, thank you Chris.

AP — Is there anybody here from King Peak Financial?   There' s not,

okay.

AP — So Chris for clarification we' re no longer looking at 68.587 acres,
we' re only looking at the 15. 181 acres.

CN — Well the application is for 68 acres, it' s before the Commission

that staff recommendation is to in fact rezone only a specific hospital
parcel as described by King Peak.

AP—Okay and that description is referred to as Page 3?

CN Correct, yes sir.

CN —And there' s a plot also which was distributed showing the 15 acre
parcel which is in fact directly east of the True Value property, and
borders on Smith Street.

AP— I' m sorry Chris, I' m a little slow, is this...

CN— It' s the triangle in the lower left corner radius there, yes sir that' s...
that is the 15 acre parcel.

AP— That' s 15 acres that abuts to Smith Avenue?

CN— Correct, yes sir.

RS— Where' s True Value?

CN— True Value is in Block 34, Bella Vista, it' s the subdivided property
to the west of this parcel.

BH — Was True Value always commercial or is that rezoned too when
they went in?

CN — That' s been commercial sir.  The old zone boundary ran up and
down that subdivision line.

BH—Okay.

AP — Okay is there anybody from the audience who' d like to speak in
favor of the request?

JR— No as far as I' m concerned I would go along with the cities request.
There' s no reason to zone the whole thing at this time.   And really
zoning that piece of property that the hospital is looking at until that deal
is signed; it' s still up in the air.  But that' s one of the steps they have to
do before they get us the...

AP— Sure.
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CN— This 15 acre parcel in question actually in fact does not exist legal! y
Right now it' s part of this two hundred.plus acre parcel which King Peak
controls.  Zoning can be imposed on W: . over a parcel without changing

boundary lines.  And my understanding is King Peak is in the process of
having a survey done and defining this parcel, and creating it legally
ready to submit for a summary replat, and that would be the next step is
breaking this 15 acre parcel out of their larger holdings, but that in fact
they didn' t get the survey work done in time for this meeting, and so that
has not yet been done.  But this commission would be free to make a

recommendation on zoning, you can impose a zoning without changing
property boundaries.

AP— Do we have another option Chris?

CN— You have the request before you, they' ve requested a zone change,
that' s what this hearings about.

JH — Mr. Chairman can I pose a question?  Mr. Nobes referred to King
Peak as controlling the property, who owns the property?

BH—I believe Fall' s does.

CN— I' m sorry.

BH—Doesn' t Falls own that property.

CN— I don' t know all the legal and the financial arrangements but they
are in fact the person in control of the property.

JH— Okay, but the owner of the property has not brought this request...

CN— It is... no sir for our purposes for zoning and city zoning issues the
person in control of the property, and their name is on record, so they
own the prop... I mean that' s what the assessors records show them as

owning the property.

JH— Who does have the control?

CN— I can' t split the difference between... I don' t know.

JH — Well if it ever comes back to buy it in some future date or
something and therefore your trying to line up the zoning instead of them
actually having ownership of the parcel.

CN— I just can not answer that, I' m sorry.

AP — Is there any opposition to the request?   Seeing none any more
questions from the Commission?

JP— I' d just like to make sure I perfectly understand what' s going on.  So
on this sheet of paper that was at her desk this morning we have a parcel
that' s squared off and that is the proposed or expected boundary for the
new hospital if that deal goes though.

CN— That' s correct, yes ma' am.

JP — But we don' t know for sure if that' s going to be exactly the parcel
boundaries.
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CN — No they created that and this plot you see is based on their
description of that parcel, and my understanding that their intentions is
that that parcel be broken out in a summary replat... replat process at

sometime.  To the best of our understanding that is going to be the site.

BH—That' s going to be gifted to the hospital, right?

CN—I don' t know all the... gifted or not, I don' t understand all that.

JP — Is the top...  north boundary of this proposed parcel the same
boundary as was on the original request for the rezone?

CN— Well you can probably scale... approximate it the same as I could.

This larger green one showing the 15 acre site appears to be a little over
halfway above the subdivided parcels to the east of this parcel.   So it

would appear to be so, you know.  If you look at your... in your packet at

the black and white copy showing the... a larger parcel designated C- 1.

Your approximation is as good as mine,  and I can' t answer that

technically.  Well here wait a minute; I' m sorry lets backup some.  Look

at the platting of block 34 Bella Vista, on the large black and white one
it' s the...

JP— The one that has the big 27 in the middle of it?

CN— Well it' s lower than that and to the west, to the left.

JP— But that' s the sheet you' re talking about.

CN — That' s correct, yes ma' am.  Look to the west of that parcel below

the number 27, it says C- 1 commercial, it' s a 65 acre parcel, to the west

of that is block 34, Bella Vista which in fact is the Smith... or True

Hardware... True Value Hardware store property.

CN — Okay the original request due east from that northern boundary of
block 34 and then you see on the green copy, in fact the 15 acre parcel is
somewhat south of that.  There' s a faint dashed line on the green copy
which represents the northern boundary of the previous request.   Does

that make a little sense?

JP — That does clarify it, yes.   And then the applicant is not the one

who' s suggesting that we just pull out this parcel that' s the proposed
parcel for the hospital, that' s what staff is suggesting.

CN— That' s staff recommendation.

JP— The applicant still wants to do the whole 68 acres?

CN— Yes ma' am, correct.

JP— Thank you for that clarification.

AP— Yes sir.

UN — I live right up there, the only problem I have with it is the traffic.
If you zone the whole thing commercial, that' s already a nightmare when
schools going, right there in front of the Moose Lodge.   Silver Street

isn' t much of an answer because coming on that hill over there, that' s not
much of a street either.  That' s the only thing I think you would consider
if you were going to make all that commercial.

AP—Thank you.
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AP — Chris I hate to dwell on detail here, who signed the original
application.

CN—We have it in your packet there.

AP—Do you know who signed it?

CN — Probably Steve Stookey, he' s the principal and then there' s a
fellow in the offic Zve,  een talking to, Ian, I can' t think of his last name
right now but, Ian It looks like Steve Stookey; it looks more like
S' s than anything else.

AP — And I know that you' re... you' re not responsible for filling these
forms out, okay, but Chris I hate to say it, but King Peak Financial needs
to decide what they want to do here.  And I don' t really appreciate as
Chairman of the Commission, I don' t know how the other members feel,
but this needs to be filled out with a little bit more detail.  And if he' s

going to have a residential development make up his mind whether he' s
going to or not and not just striking it through as an afterthought.

AP — If they' re going to sell this as a parcel I don' t have any objections
to that, but the application needs to be a little bit more complete in detail.
Perhaps there' s no requirement for a principal to be here, but we' d sure
like somebody here that is a principal of... of uh... King Peak Financial
or owner whichever to... to answer questions for us.

AP — Other than that do the Commissioners have any other questions?
Since we' re in public hearing we can' t take any action we can only take
information from the general public and also from staff.

JP— I do have one additional question.  Chris on the map, the sheet that' s
in our packet that looks like this.

CN- Yes ma' am.

JP — Just above the property that' s... was originally being proposed for
the rezone to commercial...

CN— Yes ma' am.

JP M- Is a Iittle note that say" RCPUD".

CN— Correct.

JP— Is that the correct zoning for that area?

CN— That' s proposed...

JP— That' s a proposed zone.

CN— In the same way, it' s just a proposed and they started asking about
the rezoning all of it at this time, and I pointed out that in order to apply
for a RCPUD designation, you had to have a firm plan in place to review.
So they just simply...  well as you see they scratched it out in the
application.  So all of tonight' s being considered is the C- 1 request.

JP— Thank you.

VB — I just have a question here for you Chris.  On the ones that said
no" here,  Humphrey and Ruffini.  I guess it says " no", I guess that' s

their response, is what it' s saying.
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CN — No, no I' m sorry, those are internal notes.  What that is is when

the... in the black large plot again, the black one in your folder.  This list

of adjacent property owners includes the entire perimeter of the 200 acre
plus parcel.   And so when they changed their request...  when they

deleted any RCPUD request, when they changed it to the 65 acre parcel
or 68 acre parcel we changed the area of notification for adjacent

property owners.   And those yes and no' s you see there are simply
internal notes.   Which property in fact bounds the 68 acre parcel as
opposed to entire 200 acre parcel.

BH— So all but those two still adjoin it, right?

CN— Ones that have a yes on it yes sir.

BH—Yes, the ones that have a yes.

CN — Correct, yes sir.  And you can see, again in your packet the black

and white copy there' s a second line.   It' s a hundred foot outside the

perimeter of the 200 acre parcel and that' s what the Assessor prepares for

any applicant, and that does show the area of notification around the
perimeter.   That' s that second line where it looks as though there' s a

double line around that property.

AP— Were there any property owners that objected to the zone change?

CN— I have not been in contact with anyone either way, yes or no.

AP— Okay.  And you... you haven' t received any notification from King
Peak about the situation either?   They haven' t notified you if they' ve
contacted anybody?

CN  — No and...  no it' s simply following procedure basically,  we

advertise it, as it' s been done, and then we simply... with a parcel this

size, notification can be sent out by first class mail.  And so the letters

were sent out...

AP— Okay.

CN— and that' s the extent of our involvement.

AP — Okay.  And those letters notified the adjacent property owners of a
zone change for the 68 plus acres?

CN— Correct, yes sir.

AP— Any other questions?

RS — I' ve got one.  Chris I don' t mean to put you on the spot, but I' m

thinking like Adam.   They want to zone this commercial, around that
hospital there going to have clinics, doctor' s offices, stuff like that or is it
going to be open for you name it going in there?

CN — Our C- 1 zone allows a hospital and clinics as a permitted use, we

don' t have a specific medical zone here in the city or anything like that.
So C- I in fact would open it to all this series of permitted uses...

RS — That' s what I was afraid of because you know they tend to have
hospital zone everything' s got to be kind a quite, settled down.   You

wouldn' t want a lot of ruckus, and pounding, and banging, and bothering
the patients.

CN— Auto body shop next door, or something like that.
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RS — Like Adam' s saying, it' s kind a vague and I was just wondering
if...

CN — No sir... I... I... I... there are negotiations ongoing between the
city, county, the joint power and all, I' m not privy to all that, but... I' m

simply representing that the request was for a C- 1 which is the general
commercial zoning district.

AP— Any other questions?

AP— If not the Chair will entertain a motion to close the public hearing.

Bill Howell moved to close the Public Hearing."

Seconded by Viola Bonner
Motion carried unanimously.

PLANNING& ZONING COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO
REGULAR MEETING

Tuesday, September 4, 2007

TIME & PLACE:      The Planning  &  Zoning Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences, New Mexico, met in Regular Session in full conformity
with the law and ordinances of said Commission, at the Commission

Chambers of said City on Tuesday, the 0 day of September, A.D., 2007
immediately following the Public Hearing.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Adam Polley, Chairman and Hazel F.
OFFICER: Peterson acted as secretary of the meeting.

ATTENDANCE:       Upon calling the roll the following members were reported present:

Adam Polley, Chairman
Roger Smith, Vice Chairman
Viola Bonner, Member

Bill Howell, Member

Joey Perry, Member

Also Present:

Chris Nobes, Building Inspector
Hazel F. Peterson, Deputy City Clerk II

Absent:

QUORUM:       There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

APPROVAL OF Adam Polley, Chairman called for approval of the Agenda.
AGENDA:

Joey Perry moved to approve the Agenda as submitted."

Seconded by Roger Smith
Motion carried unanimously.

APPROVAL OF Adam Polley, Chairman called for review and approval of minutes of the
MINUTES:       Regular meeting held Tuesday, August 7, 2007.
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Joey Perry moved to approve the minutes of the Regular meeting held
Tuesday, August 7, 2007 as submitted.

Seconded by Roger Smith
Motion carried unanimously.

COMMENTS None.

FROM THE

PUBLIC:

REORGANIZATIO   " Bill Howell moved to retain Adam Polley as Chairman of the Planning
N—SELECTION      & Zoning Commission."
OF CHAIRMAN &

VICE Seconded by Joey Perry
CHAIRMAN:     Motion carried unanimously.

Viola Bonner moved to nominate Bill Howell as Vice Chairman of the

Planning& Zoning Commission."

Seconded by Roger Smith
Motion carried unanimously.

The following minutes are verbatim transcripts for the Regular meeting
of the Planning& Zoning Commission:

The following are abbreviations:

AP—Adam Polley
RS— Roger Smith

BH—Bill Howell

JP— Joey Perry
CN—Chris Nobes

ZONE CHANGE—    AP — Item No. 5 Discussion/Action — Zone Change — Change Range 1,

KING PEAK excuse me, Change Residential 1, 2 & 3 zone to C- 1 zone of the 68.587
FINANCIAL, LLC:   acres of the North half of the South half, Section 27, Township 13 South

Range 4 West, Smith Street east of True Value Store by King Peak
Financial, Limited Liability Company.

AP — The Chair will entertain a motion on the request for a change of

zone. We can do this to get discussion started.

Joey Perry moved to deny the Zone Change to change R- 1, R-2, R-3
zone to C- 1 zone submitted by King Peak Financial, LLC."

Seconded by Bill Howell

AP — There' s motion to deny and it' s been seconded.  The floor is open

for discussion.

JP — Actually I... my concern with this is that with... that the applicant

isn' t here, and with what staff is proposing, I' m concerned that that
might constitute a... spot zoning, and so I would rather... I would be

more comfortable acting on the entire parcel rather than what staff is
recommending, but since the applicant is not here to address those issues
then I think it needs to be denied at this time.

RS— I agree with that, it' s too vague, that... where on that large parcel is

this 15 and what' s going to be around it, that' s vague.  You know there' s

going to be medical facilities that go with the hospital' s one thing, but
when it' s wide open, anybody and everybody, but yet we' re opening up a
can of worms.
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AP— Any other discussion?

AP— I' ll also offer a view from some problems that, believe it or not the
hospitals having with Deming with traffic.

The hospital in Deming is located in a highly congested area both
residential and some very light commercial,  and that' s one of the
problems.   It' s also surrounded by school districts, and to get to the
hospital an ambulance actually has to go 15 mph through the school
districts to get to the hospital.

AP—Now I' m not trained to tell anybody that this is a good site or a bad
site but I think those issues especially of traffic that this gentleman here
brought up from public, especially with Smith Street going down to
Date, that needs to be address right there.  Because that intersection is a
whopper, and that... that either way you go on Smith Street it' s going
to... something' s going to have to be done a little bit more planning
wise.

end
BH — Well, but ambulances come from the east of town they' d
probably go up Silver and have to go through that school, and so they
have to go 15 there.

AP — And I' m not saying that' s good or bad, but I think the people who
are looking at this need... need to spend a little bit more time looking at
the traffic flow here.  And that intersection and the school district both,

okay, because that intersections already a bad intersection to start with.

AP — There can be things that can alleviate those and I want to make it

clear, especially to the news medias that I' m not saying no to this but
there needs... there needs to be some more planning done, and specific
to this to make sure that this goes through.

AP — The other thing I' m kind of concerned is with the... is with the

application itself, if it' s only going to be for 15 acres then I' d much
rather see that 15 acres on this piece of paper than the 68.  If it' s going to
be 68 okay we understand that, but that can... that could provide some

problems into the future about what and where we do this with.  And I
agree with Joey, I think that... that' s something that needs to be put in
the application and made very clear.

AP —And I' m... I also am very concerned about the usage, whether it' s
going to be residential and commercial.   In my day I used to make
them... make a decision on the whole 200 acres, what are you going to
do with all of it? I don' t want to know what you' re going to do with just
one little piece.   I want to know what you' re going to do with the
surrounding area.   And if their decision to build subdivision around a

hospital, that might detour a few folks that want helicopters landing next
to the hospital, but that a big issue.  So I think that this just needs a little

bit more detail done to it and hopefully we can go from there.

AP— Okay, any other discussion?

RS — On your subject is there a way to get the schools involved?  You

said the traffic plus siren and lights are going to be distractions to the
students in the class room.

AP— Well I...

RS— So you know.

h i nk-

AP— 1 44rrg-that...
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RS— And the more info that we' ve got the better we will...

AP—The adjacent property owners were notified.

BH—Uh.

AP — I' m... I' m not clear whether the schools was one of them that was

notified or not.

CN— Yes, sir.

AP—Notified or not.

CN— Yes, sir it was.

BH— If they had any objections they probably would have let you know,
I would imagine.

AP— Well I wish I had the authority to subpoena them there, but I don' t.
But they are open to send a letter, to show up and testify what they think
the impacts are going to be if they have a different outlook and solution;
we' re ready to hear it.

AP— Any more discussion? I don' t want to cut anybody off here.

AP — Seeing none we will proceed to vote.   All those in favor of the

motion to deny the application says, a:  e

All Commissioners stated,,ay e-

AP— Anybody opposed same sign.

There was no response.

AP— Motion passes, the application is denied.

ADJOURNMENT:    There being no further business to come before the Commission, Adam
Polley, Chairman called the meeting adjourned.

APPROVAL:    PASSED AND APPROVED thi da of

2007 n motion d ly made by and seconded

by and carried.

J; t h Gorrec} b 5

Adam Polley, Chairman
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